OPEN INTRAMURAL SAND VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
RULES

Site: WRC outdoor sand volleyball court
Rain/weather site: WRC south courts ______

Tournament format: (4 on 4 intramural volleyball rules apply with the following adaptations)

1. 20 minute time limit for each game, if time limit is reached the team who is ahead is declared the winner.
2. Format TBD, either a round robin or double elimination bracket, depends on the number of teams. Each team is guaranteed 2 games.
3. Player must compete in one game prior the championship bracket to be eligible.
4. Players must rotate serve in order, but serve does not need to alternate between genders.
5. Substitutes must enter at the service position and play a full rotation before exiting
6. There is no differentiation between front row and back row players.
7. All games are self-officiated unless supervisors declare differently.

Championship game:
NO time limit or point cap for championship bracket games. Teams and supervisor can decide how the champion is declared.
1. By playing one game to 21 or 2. Play best of 3 games to 21.
Supervisors have the final say....